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DNA Buying Guide
If you are planning to purchase a DNA test kit for yourself, as a gift, several tests for
family members, or have a specific testing need, DNA Buying Guide provides you with
the best strategy as you navigate all the different sales offers on DNA test kits and
related genetic genealogy products.
With this handy guide, you will get answers to the following questions:


Which DNA test kit should you purchase? Should you buy now or wait for an
upcoming sale?



Which DNA testing companies are the best? Is there a difference?



What type of DNA test should you purchase?



What are your DNA research goals?



Which is the best DNA test kit to purchase?

In addition, the newest update to the DNA Buying Guide offers advice on:


Why you should ALWAYS download your raw DNA data once you receive your
test results!



Why you should consider uploading your raw DNA data to as many other DNA
websites as possible!



Why you should ALWAYS read the privacy policy for any site where you have
stored your DNA test data!

DNA Buying Guide also covers Other Factors in Choosing a DNA Test Kit and
provides a Resource List with over 100 tools and sites to help you get the most out of
your DNA testing experience.
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Introduction

Which DNA test kit should you purchase? Should you buy now or
wait for an upcoming sale?
Visit the DNA Bargains Coupon Page at https://dnabargains.com for the latest, upto-date coupons and promo codes BEFORE you purchase any DNA test kit.
If you are planning to purchase a DNA test kit for yourself, as a gift, several tests for
family members, or have a specific testing need, here is the best strategy as you
navigate all the offers on DNA:


DNA Sales All Year: Only recently have sales on DNA test kits been more
commonplace; in the past the big sale days were National DNA Day (April 25th),
Black Friday (the 4th Friday of November) and Cyber-Monday (the Monday after
the 4th Friday of November). Now you can find major sales during these periods:
January: New Year’s Day (especially in the UK)
February: Valentine’s Day
March: St. Patrick’s Day
April: National DNA Day (April 25th)
May: Mother’s Day, Memorial Day Weekend
June: Father’s Day
July: Canada Day (July 1st), Independence Day (July 4th)
August: Summer Sale
September: Labor Day
October: Family History Month
November: Black Friday, Cyber Monday
December: Holiday Shopping Season
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Free Shipping: For the most part, none of the current offers will offer free
shipping on a single DNA test kit. During special promotions, you may find “free
shipping incentives” such as “buy 2 DNA test kits, receive free standard
shipping,” etc. However, most of these offers are for US consumers only.



Amazon Prime: If you have an Amazon Prime membership, you can get free
2-Day (and even free 1-Day) shipping for most DNA test kits such as 23andMe,
AncestryDNA, Family Tree DNA, Living DNA and MyHeritage DNA. Check the
price . . . often the Amazon price will be slightly higher than any promotional price
to account for shipping costs!



Check Return Policy: Verify the return policy if you don’t want to use the DNA
test OR if there is a defect with the test kit.



If It Looks Too Cheap . . . : Be careful with any offer that looks too good to be
true . . . such as a DNA test kit for just $29 USD! Most likely you are purchasing
only the saliva collection/cheek swab portion and will need to pay more money
for the data or reports once the sample is processed! See the DNA Tester
Beware section below for more information!
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Which DNA Testing Companies are the Best?

While this might be a matter up for discussion, keep in mind that there are many “fly by
night” or disreputable companies jumping on the bandwagon. You do not want to spend
good money on a test and not get results useful for genealogical research. The short list
below is our recommended vendors in alphabetical order (not ranked otherwise):
Each of the Big 5 vendors (23andMe, AncestryDNA, Family Tree DNA, Living DNA and
MyHeritage DNA) are offering major savings during the holiday season compared to
normal prices. Some are also offering free shipping and other incentives.








23andMe
Amazon
AncestryDNA
Family Tree DNA
Findmypast
Living DNA
MyHeritage DNA

For the most part, these vendors all work with the genealogy community and listen to
their research needs. Their test data can be easily downloaded and, in most cases,
uploaded to other DNA sites. These vendors also offer “matching” with other customers
who have tested their DNA.
WARNING: Do not pay more than $99 USD for a basic autosomal DNA test.
In addition, do not work with vendors who offer severely discounted tests such as $29.
Be aware that some DNA tests are “basic” and then charge you for results
interpretation. See the DNA Tester Beware section below for more information!
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What Type of DNA Test Should I Get?
As stated above, your DNA testing needs will depend upon your research goals. Here is
a brief, easy-to-understand overview of the different types of DNA test kits as well as
DNA research goals.

Types of DNA Test Kits Available
Autosomal


An autosomal DNA test is the most common DNA test kit on the market currently
and tests for DNA inherited from both of your parents. The test results will also
include random DNA inherited from your grandparents, great-grandparents, etc.



Autosomal tests are a good starting point for anyone who has not yet taken a
DNA test.



Autosomal tests are highly accurate when it comes to testing relationships from
parent/child up to the Second Cousin level (2C).



For higher-level relationships (above 2C) you may need to expand the number of
people tested for accurate results.



The following vendors offer autosomal DNA tests: 23andMe, AncestryDNA,
Family Tree DNA, LivingDNA (combined with mtDNA and Y-DNA), and
MyHeritage DNA.
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Mitochondrial


A mitochondrial or mtDNA test traces the test subject’s maternal (mother’s)
lineage.



Mitochondrial DNA is passed down by the mother unchanged, to all children,
both male and female.



An mtDNA test can be taken by both male and female test subjects.



The following vendors offer mtDNA tests: Family Tree DNA and Living DNA
(combined with autosomal and Y-DNA).

Y chromosome DNA


A Y chromosome DNA or Y-DNA test traces the test subject’s paternal (father’s)
lineage along a direct line, from male to male, etc. The Y-DNA is passed down
unchanged from father to son.



A Y-DNA test can only be taken by male test subjects since females do not
have a Y chromosome in their DNA.



Females who want to test direct paternal lineage should seek out a male relative
such as their father, a brother, etc. for DNA testing.



The following vendors offer Y-DNA tests: Family Tree DNA and Living DNA
(combined with autosomal and mtDNA).
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What Are Your DNA Research Goals?

Selecting the best DNA test kit for genealogy research depends on your research goals.


Are you confirming your own ancestry or ethnic background?



Are you trying to determine the ancestry or ethnic background of another
person?



Are you trying to confirm a relationship between two people?



Are you trying to confirm a family story, such as “We came from Poland
according to . . .”



Are you trying to prove a genealogy theory with an absence of records?



Are you trying to locate birth parents or siblings?



Are you trying to determine inherited traits and medical conditions?
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Other Factors in Choosing a DNA Test Kit

Besides the type of DNA test and the research goals, there are practical considerations
to review in terms of administering a DNA test.

Age of Person Being Tested


DNA test kits use either the saliva collection method (aka “spit test”) or the cheek
swab collection method (aka “swab test”). Keep in mind that many older relatives
may have trouble producing enough saliva, so a swab test might be easier for
them.

Medical Conditions and DNA Testing


It is recommended that chemo patients wait six months until taking a DNA test.



If you are taking antibiotics for an infection, wait until you have recovered before
taking a DNA test.



Some DNA test vendors, such as Family Tree DNA, allow you to contact them
before purchasing a test to see if the condition will impact the test results such as
“known genetic disorders, bone marrow transplants, and/or facial reconstruction
with donor skin grafts in the mouth.”



The saliva collection method gathers DNA from cells that are mostly white blood
cells; the swab method collects DNA from epithelial cells.
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DNA Testing Companies: Is There a Difference?

Believe it or not there IS a difference when it comes to companies who sell DNA test
kits for personal use. The most important factor: what type of support are you given as a
customer and what options are you provided once the DNA test results are received?

How large is the company’s DNA test database?


A larger database of testers means improved chances for finding matches with
others.



Currently, AncestryDNA has the largest database of tested users with over
15 million.

How long has the company been in business?


Be wary of new DNA testing companies or “fly-by-night” companies that offer
DNA test kits at very low prices. Most of these products are not accurate nor are
they useful for genealogy and family history research.



While a company’s DNA products may be new, most of the highly rated DNA
testing companies have been in business for many years, mainly as genealogyrelated companies.

Does the DNA testing company provide matching with other testers?


Most DNA testing companies have a way for you to match with other DNA testers
and exchange information, based on permission levels. Some companies may
charge for this feature.
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What are the DNA testing company’s privacy policies?


Take time to read the DNA testing company’s policies on privacy as well as the
Terms of Service (TOS) or Terms and Conditions. These policies dictate not
only what you as a consumer can do with the resulting data from a DNA test kit,
but also what the company can do. Some testing companies sell the “metadata”
to third-party vendors for research purposes.



Check the DNA testing company’s site for the term “informed consent” and
review the informed consent policy.

Do you need to buy a subscription with the DNA testing company?


You may need to purchase a monthly or yearly subscription to the DNA testing
company’s genealogy or matching platform in order to get the best results in
terms of matching with other DNA testers.

Can you export your DNA data?


All of the “Big 5” DNA companies allow you to download your raw DNA data.

Can you import your DNA data from another company?


Conversely, some DNA companies like AncestryDNA and 23andMe do not
allow you to upload your raw DNA test data. Again, this reduces the chances of
finding matches with other DNA testers.

Is there a fee to import your DNA data from another company?


For the three DNA testing companies that allow you to import your raw DNA
data, here are the current fee policies (subject to change):
o Family Tree DNA: uses the “freemium” model, which means free data
upload offering basic services; there is a $19 charge for unlocking other
features.
o Living DNA: currently uploading DNA data is free, however this feature is
relatively new and it does not include detailed ethnicity breakdown for
Britain or Ireland.
o MyHeritage DNA: basic DNA data uploads are free which allows for DNA
matching. However, to unlock added features (ethnicity estimate,
chromosome browser, trees of DNA matches, shared DNA matches,
shared ethnicities, and shared ancestral places), there is a $29 charge.
See Downloading and Uploading Your DNA Test Data below.
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Should I Buy Now or Wait for a Sale?

In the United States, there are the usual “sale periods” based on historic pricing
information:













January: New Year’s Day (especially in the UK)
February: Valentine’s Day
March: St. Patrick’s Day
April: National DNA Day (April 25th)
May: Mother’s Day, Memorial Day Weekend
June: Father’s Day
July: Canada Day (July 1st), Independence Day (July 4th),
Amazon Prime Day (mid-July)
August: Summer Sale
September: Labor Day
October: Family History Month
November: Black Friday, Cyber Monday
December: Holiday Shopping Season, Boxing Day, After-Christmas Sales

Of course, there could be a special or a flash sale at any time. Always check with DNA
Bargains for the latest specials and promo codes.

Recommendations on When to Buy Your DNA Test


Purchase AncestryDNA over Black Friday/Cyber Monday Weekend or
National DNA Day week. The sale price is usually $49 - that's 50% off. There is
a LIMIT of 5 tests per purchase (and per email) with no free shipping deals.
However, there may be shipping incentives for multiple purchases. Keep in mind
that AncestryDNA is the best-selling test and the "big muscle" in the DNA
genealogy industry. Click HERE to purchase AncestryDNA.
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Purchase Family Tree DNA Family Finder and other FTDNA tests during
specific sale periods. The Family Finder autosomal test has been marked down
to just $39 during Black Friday/Cyber Monday. Otherwise, FTDNA’s Family
Finder drips to just $49 during Valentine’s Day week, National DNA Day week
and the FTDNA Summer Sale (August). Other DNA tests (Y-DNA, mtDNA, etc.)
are up to 40% off as well during these sale periods. Click HERE to purchase
Family Tree DNA.



Purchase 23andMe during Black Friday weekend and National DNA Day
week. 23andMe products are not on sale very often. For Black Friday through
Cyber Monday, the 23andMe Ancestry Service test kit, a basic autosomal test is
just $69 and the Ancestry Service + Health is 50% off via Amazon - regularly
$199, it will be available for just $99! Click HERE to purchase via 23andMe.



Purchase MyHeritage DNA test kit now. Sales at MyHeritage DNA run quite
frequently with sale prices at $59 or $69 for a basic autosomal DNA test kit. A
special sale price of just $49 can usually be found during National DNA Day
week as well as the Black Friday/Cyber Monday period. Also look for shipping
incentives such as free standard shipping when you purchase two or more
MyHeritage DNA test kits. Click HERE to purchase MyHeritage DNA.



Amazon Prime Members get FREE SHIPPING. If you have an Amazon Prime
Membership, many of the sale prices above are also available on Amazon. It
might be a better deal to use Amazon since you can even get FREE ONE DAY
SHIPPING in some areas. Click HERE to shop for DNA test kits on Amazon.
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Which is the Best DNA Test Kit to Purchase?

Again, each person has specific needs when it comes to DNA testing and there are
many factors to consider. Here is the recommended strategy for different types of
consumers:


Anyone interested in family history should purchase an AncestryDNA test.
With over 15 million users available for matching, AncestryDNA is the bestselling DNA test kit. More importantly, you cannot upload DNA test data from
other programs to Ancestry, so you will need to use their site for matching. You
can, however, download the AncestryDNA test data and upload it to other sites
such as MyHeritage, Family Tree DNA and Living DNA.



Purchase advanced tests at Family Tree DNA. This is a “no brainer” since
Family Tree DNA really is the only vendor selling specific types of tests for
multiple markers. Remember to check your testing needs! Some of the tests
such as Y-37, Y-67 and Y-111 are intended for male testing subjects ONLY make sure you do not waste your money on a test you cannot use!



Family Tree DNA and MyHeritage use the same lab - which to choose? Both
tests are usually sale priced in the $49 to $59 range and they do, in fact, get
processed at the same lab. Family Tree DNA and MyHeritage DNA provide basic
matching services to DNA testers. Family Tree DNA currently charges a $19 fee
to get added features (including Chromosome Browser, myOrigins, and
ancientOrigins) if you want to upload DNA test data from another vendor.
MyHeritage basic DNA data uploads are free which allows for DNA matching.
However, to unlock added features (ethnicity estimate, chromosome browser,
trees of DNA matches, shared DNA matches, shared ethnicities, and shared
ancestral places), there is a $29 charge. MyHeritage is a better choice if your
ethnic background is euro-centric since many of its users are based in Europe
and you will find better matches at MyHeritage.
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If you are testing older relatives, go with a swab test not a spit test. Your
best bet is to avoid AncestryDNA, which uses a spit test since many older people
have trouble producing enough saliva for the test. Use Family Tree DNA as well
as MyHeritage DNA, which require two swab samples, and one is kept on file for
future use.



If you have British ancestry, you should purchase Living DNA. With a sale
price as low as $59, Living DNA is the only DNA test vendor showing a detailed
breakdown of British and Irish heritage. Click HERE to purchase Living DNA.



If you are purchasing in bulk, use Family Tree DNA or MyHeritage. With a
special sale price of just $39 for Family Tree DNA and MyHeritage, these tests
are perfect for family reunions and get-togethers. This sale price usually only
occurs during National DNA Day week and the Black Friday/Cyber Monday
period. Also when purchasing in bulk, look for the special shipping incentives.

Remember to do your homework! When it comes to shopping smart and getting the
most value out of a DNA test kit for genealogy and family history research. ALWAYS
visit DNA Bargains at https://dnabargains.com for the latest deals BEFORE you click
that checkout button!
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DNA Tester Beware! Watch Out for These DNA Testing
Scams and Sales Tactics

Tips on Avoiding DNA Scams and Getting the Most for Your DNA Dollar
As personal DNA testing increases in popularity, there is also an increased focus from
media on the topic of DNA and family history. In addition, you can bet that the
opportunists looking to make quick money are coming out of the woodwork! Even the
most savvy shopper or knowledgeable genealogist can get taken in on some of these
tricks, many of which have increased in their sophistication!

Stay Safe – Use a Reputable DNA Testing Company


Always stick with the Big 5 DNA testing companies if you want to use DNA
test data for genealogy and family history research: 23andMe, AncestryDNA,
Family Tree DNA, Living DNA and MyHeritage DNA.



Beware of "fly by night" companies that you’ve never heard of or that don't
provide a way to match and connect with other DNA testers on their site. Do your
research and check the List of DNA Testing Companies at the International
Society of Genetic Genealogy Wiki.



Avoid Review Sites on the Internet. Many of the review sites that you find out
on the Web tend to be “gamed” . . . meaning that they accept payment for
posting positive reviews or use affiliate links to make income on positively
reviewed products (especially without full disclosure of the affiliate relationship).
For reliable reviews of DNA test kits, stick with reputable review sites.
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Watch DNA Prices – Not Too Low and Not Too High
Remember that I had predicted that the lowest price we would see during Black Friday
or Cyber Monday 2018 was $39 USD for a basic autosomal DNA test (and that won't
include shipping)!


Watch out for super low prices such as $29 USD for a DNA testing kit. Many
of these tests are only for the DNA collection materials (spit or swab) and then
you are required to pay extra to actually get your results!
Here is an example: While this item from Grant Enterprises via Amazon might
look like the 23andMe DNA test kit (the basic Ancestry Service kit, normally $99
USD) now on sale for $59 USD. This vendor is selling the “saliva kit” for $49 USD
on Amazon. If you click here or the image below you will see that there is an
“extra fee” for lab processing once you send in the sample.

Well, the “saliva kit” is a legitimate, albeit in my opinion “misleading” product, sold
by 23andMe in several Big Box stores such as Wal-Mart, Best Buy and Target as
well as the online stores for these merchants. Click here to see that Best Buy is
selling the exact same “saliva kit” for $29.99 USD.
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Don’t overpay with DNA tests! The converse of the above warning is just as
true. Check out the AGS Health & Wellness Genetic Test by Advanced
Genomic again via Amazon, priced at an unbelievable $499 USD! There are not
many reviews (that should make you suspicious), and one of the critical reviews
points out that you are not getting any more information than a lower priced DNA
test with health data would provide. Again, you would be better off going with the
23andMe Ancestry Service + Health test, regularly $199 USD (click HERE for
latest sale price, as low as $99 USD!).



A DNA certificate is not worth anything. Look closely at the Premium Female
DNA Test mtDNA by DNA Consultants via Amazon, another over-priced test (an
amazing $339 USD!). It provides a fancy, authoritative looking certificate that is
actually worthless. Big deal, it says you took a DNA test – good for you! And it
lists your haplogroup! Wow! These certificates cannot be used legally or to prove
any genealogical research. Don’t waste your time and money on them. You
would be better off purchasing the mtFull Sequence test at Family Tree DNA,
regularly $199 USD (click HERE for latest sale price, as low as $146 USD!)
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Access to Your DNA Test Results is Important!
You pay good money for a DNA test and you should have easy access to the raw data
from the DNA test results.


Any reputable DNA testing vendor will provide an easy way for you to
download the raw DNA data and let you keep it to use at other sites. You should
never have to pay extra to get your DNA data.



Make sure you safeguard your DNA test results. This includes backing up any
DNA data files on your computer and not posting your raw DNA data unless you
are familiar with the website (like GEDmatch).

Be Wary of These DNA Test Claims
There are TONS of myths, urban legends and outrageous claims when it comes to DNA
testing. Again, the reason? The increasing popularity of at-home DNA testing. See the
recent article DNA Fact or Science Fiction? 6 Genetic Genealogy Myths at Family
Tree Magazine.


Avoid DNA tests that say they can prove Cherokee or other specific Native
American tribe identification. There is no such technology or DNA test
available at this point in time. Some reputable tests, such as AncestryDNA and
Family Tree DNA will show Native American ethnicity in your ethnicity estimate
although the accuracy of such estimates is in dispute.
In fact, here is the statement on Native American ethnicity estimates from the
AncestryDNA website: “The AncestryDNA test may predict if you are at least
partly Native American, which includes some tribes that are indigenous to North
America, including the U.S., Canada and Mexico. The results do not currently
provide a specific tribal affiliation. (Please note that your AncestryDNA ethnicity
results cannot be used as a substitute for legal documentation.)”



Paternity DNA tests cannot be used for genealogy and family history
research. If you think hearing “you are NOT the father” will help with
genealogical research, then think again. Many of these tests are very low priced
($19.99 USD and up), but don’t provide any real usable data or allow you to
match with other DNA testers.



A reputable DNA testing company should be able to provide
documentation on the science behind its testing methodology. In addition,
that documentation should be peer reviewed! Some DNA tests are making
unfounded claims in terms of specific migration routes and locations. Other tests
are based on unsound research that has been disputed by the genetic genealogy
community. Click here for an example of AncestryDNA’s documentation.
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Yes, Virginia, There is DNA Spam!
Keep in mind that when anything becomes “popular” the spammers are sure to try and
find opportunities!


Verify all emails related to DNA test purchases and results. Lately we’ve
seen many “phishing” emails either verifying the purchase of a DNA test that you
never made OR telling you that your DNA test results are ready. If you did in fact
purchase a DNA test or are awaiting results, ALWAYS go to the DNA testing
company’s website, log in and you should see a notification on the website.



Manage Your DNA Test Result Notifications. Once your DNA test results are
ready, the DNA testing company will update you via email when you have new
matches with others who have tested (if you gave your consent to be matched).
These emails are not spam, per se, but if you are overwhelmed by the frequency,
visit the DNA testing company website and change your notification settings.

Stay Educated and Stay Safe
In addition, remember, when it comes to DNA products and services, if it sounds too
good to be true, it probably is! Check out the many FREE DNA education tools and
resources at DNA Bargains BEFORE you decide to take a personal DNA test!
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Downloading and Uploading Your DNA Test Data
So you’ve taken a DNA test from one of the major DNA testing companies that offer
services for genealogy and family history research. Here’s how to download your DNA
test data and then select another platform to which you can upload that same data:

DNA Test Data Action Plan
1. Download DNA Test Data in .zip file format.
2. Backup DNA Test Data file.
3. Review DNA testing sites that allow DNA Test Data uploads. Understand a) what
you can do with your data on their site; b) what they can do with your data on
their site; and c) if there is a fee for uploading data.
4. Upload DNA Test Data to sites. Determine if there is a waiting period before
results are available and check notification settings.

Downloading Your DNA Test Data
Contrary to erroneous news article you may have seen as to “who” owns your DNA, the
fact is that you own the DNA test data once you’ve taken a DNA test and have been
notified that results are ready for you to view. So the first thing you should do is go to
the DNA testing website, login, and then figure out how to download the data.
23andMe
Accessing Your Raw Data: You can access your raw genetic data within your
23andMe account one of two ways:
1. Navigate directly to https://you.23andme.com/tools/data/
2. Click on Tools in the navigation bar at the top of your homepage, and select
Browse Raw Data from the available tools.
The main view of the Browse Raw Data feature shows the same pictorial representation
of each chromosome—including a Y chromosome—for all users. It is important to note
that except in rare genetic cases, women do not inherit a Y chromosome and will see
“not determined” for markers found on the Y chromosome.
Downloading Your Raw Data: To download your raw data, click on the Download tab
from within the top navigation bar within the Browse Raw Data tool and scroll down
until you see the "Submit request" button. You will receive an email to the email address
associated with your 23andMe account when your raw data download file is ready.
Typically files are ready within one hour.
Click HERE for information from the 23andMe website about accessing your 23andMe
DNA test data.
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AncestryDNA
Accessing Your Raw Data: Here is how to download your AncestryDNA test data:
1. Sign in to your Ancestry account.
2. Click the DNA tab and select Your DNA Results Summary.
3. Click Settings on the right side of the page.
4. Click Download Raw DNA Data on the right side of the page.
5. Enter your password and click Confirm. This will trigger an email containing a
link to confirm the download. The link will expire after seven days. If the email is
deleted or never arrives, please restart the process.
6. Open the email and click Confirm Data Download.
7. Click Download Raw DNA Data.
8. The file will be downloaded to your computer.
Click HERE for information from the Ancestry website about accessing your
AncestryDNA test data.
Family Tree DNA
Accessing Your Raw Data: Here is how to download your Family Tree DNA test data:
1. Sign in to your myFTDNA account.
2. On the menu bar, click myFTDNA > MyDNA > Family Finder > Download Raw
Data.
3. Click on the data and build you wish to download.
Click HERE for information from the Family Tree DNA website about accessing your
Family Finder DNA test data.
Living DNA
Accessing Your Raw Data: Here is how to download your Living DNA test data:
“Our first principle is that you are in control of your DNA data. If your results have been
uploaded to your portal, we have therefore given you the ability to download that data in
TXT format for autosomal markers and CSV format for mt and Y positive markers.”
1. Log-in to your Living DNA portal and choose View Test.
2. Then in the left-hand menu you will see Download Raw Data.
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3. Clicking on this will give you some background information about your Living
DNA raw data. We will then ask you to agree that you understand this
information and the implications of downloading your raw data. A copy of this
disclaimer is available here.
4. Only after ticking the box will your download links be revealed.
Click HERE for information from the Living DNA website about accessing your Living
DNA test data.
MyHeritage DNA
Accessing Your Raw Data: Here is how to download your MyHeritage DNA test data:
1. Hover over the DNA tab and go to Manage DNA kits.
2. On the right hand side of the MyHeritage kit, click on the three dots and choose
Download.
3. A window will pop up with information on what you are about to download. Click
Continue.
4. In the next popup you will be asked to accept the MyHeritage Terms of Service
and the Privacy Policy, then click Continue.
5. An email with instructions will be sent to your registered email address.
6. Find this email in your mailbox and click on the download link. Important: The link
is only valid for 24 hours. If you haven’t used the link within 24 hours, you will
need to start the process again from step 1.
7. Once you clicked on the download link, you will be redirected to the MyHeritage
site. Enter your password and click the Download button.
8. The file will be downloaded to your computer.
Click HERE for information from the MyHeritage website about accessing your
MyHeritage DNA test data.
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Uploading Your DNA Test Data
Here is a table listing each of the five major DNA testing companies and how they
handle import of DNA test data:
23andMe
At this time, 23andMe DOES NOT allow users to import DNA test data from other DNA
testing companies.
AncestryDNA
At this time, Ancestry DOES NOT allow users to import DNA test data from other DNA
testing companies.
Family Tree DNA
Family Tree DNA accepts DNA test data from 23andMe, Ancestry, Geno 2.0, and
MyHeritage. Note: Family Tree DNA uses a “freemium” model for transferring DNA test
data to its database and only accepts autosomal DNA test data uploads. For free, “you
will receive a list of your autosomal matches from our database and have access to our
Family Finder - Matrix. The Matrix feature allows you to select and compare the
autosomal DNA relationship between up to ten of your matches at one time.” For $19
USD, “After transferring, you can unlock all Family Finder features, which include the
Chromosome Browser, myOrigins, and ancientOrigins for only $19.” Click HERE for
information from the Family Tree DNA website about uploading your DNA test data to
Family Tree DNA.
Living DNA
As of January 2018, Living DNA accepts DNA test data from 23andMe, Ancestry,
Family Tree DNA, and MyHeritage. NOTE: data uploads are currently only available to
users through the partnership with Findmypast or through the One Family Project.
Click HERE for information from the Living DNA website about uploading your DNA test
data to Living DNA.
MyHeritage DNA
MyHeritage DNA accepts DNA test data from 23andMe, Ancestry, and Family Tree
DNA free of charge. Once uploaded you will be able to see your DNA Matches with
other MyHeritage users.
To unlock added features (ethnicity estimate, chromosome browser, trees of DNA
matches, shared DNA matches, shared ethnicities, and shared ancestral places), there
is a $29 charge.
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See MyHeritage DNA Update PLUS Why You Should Upload Your DNA Data NOW!
(https://dnabargains.com/myheritage-dna-update-plus-why-you-should-upload-yourdna-data-now/).
Click HERE for information from the MyHeritage website about uploading your DNA test
data to MyHeritage.
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DNA Testing: Balancing Value and Privacy

How Secure Are Your DNA Test Results? What You Should Know About Privacy
BEFORE You Take a DNA Test!
The following interview with Chris Cummings, who is the Founder and CEO of Pass It
Down, was published in April 2018 at the DNA Bargains website. In the dialog
presented below, the goal was to discuss the topic of privacy and DNA testing. Besides
being a startup entrepreneur, Chris also has a valuable legal background in
Constitutional and Privacy law. What he had to share should require anyone who has or
is about to test their DNA research the privacy policy of the DNA testing company they
are using.
Should anyone interested in personal DNA testing be concerned about their
privacy when testing with the popular DNA companies such as 23andMe or
Ancestry DNA?
I think people should certainly be concerned about their privacy and know the potential
risks that come with any online service that is storing your information. One thing to
always remember is that your information is only as safe as the site's security. Over the
last two years, we've seen a number of major companies hacked, which resulted in
billions of users’ information being compromised. From Equifax, to Yahoo, to Uber, the
threat of hacking is a real and growing threat online.
In fact, a University of Washington Study published in 2017 found that “the security
practices of common, open-source DNA processing programs” were “in general,
lacking.” The study found that “all that super-sensitive information those programs are
processing is potentially vulnerable to hackers. If you think social security fraud is bad,
imagine someone hacking your genetic code.” Separately, the University of Washington
researchers studied how non-genetic information was being stored and found it's also
vulnerable to malware.
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In addition, it's important to review the privacy policies of 23andMe or Ancestry DNA
which do raise some red flags. For example, while Ancestry revised its privacy policy in
2017 to state it “does not claim any ownership rights in the DNA that is submitted for
testing,” another clause gives Ancestry an incredible amount of power over your own
DNA.
“By submitting DNA to AncestryDNA, you grant AncestryDNA and the Ancestry
Group Companies a royalty-free, worldwide, sublicensable, transferable license
to host, transfer, process, analyze, distribute, and communicate your Genetic
Information for the purposes of providing you products and services, conducting
Ancestry’s research and product development, enhancing Ancestry’s user
experience, and making and offering personalized products and services.”
Overall, I think that the DNA testing companies do a pretty good job when it comes to
privacy, but I think consumers should be aware of the risks.
Would a consumer be better offer working with a professional genetics testing
company? Are there any better privacy protections when using a service that
doesn't offer "data matching" for family history purposes?
I think the safest genetic testing option in regards to protecting your privacy is to use a
service that doesn't offer data matching. One option might be to work with a company
like FuturaGenetics who prioritizes privacy and data protection. Their CEO, Auro Pontes
has stated that "it is important for us that you feel relaxed and safe. That’s why our
company’s politics are transparent. On the contrary, any personal information [is]
subject to the highest levels of data protection. Your privacy is our legacy."
For example, FuturaGenetics takes several steps to maintain privacy including 1) not
disclosing private information via email, 2) keeping your genetic information and
personal identity stored separately and 3) destroying your DNA sample after the test is
done.
While DNA testing is exciting and has the potential to break through some of those brick
walls, a consumer should keep the risks in mind as well, particularly in regards to
potential insurance consequences.
Do the DNA testing companies sell your DNA data to third party companies? And
what type of data? Is it all of your information or a metadata extract to look at
data statistics and trends?
The quick answer is yes. Ancestry, 23andMe, MyHeritage and Family Tree all reserve
the rights to sell your information in their Terms and Conditions or Privacy Policy, but
you have to opt in or give them consent to do so.
If you do choose to opt in, your information could be sold and used but maybe not in the
ways you are imagining. For example, 23andMe is selling your information but it's
primarily for research partnerships with entities like Genentech, Stanford and the
Michael J. Fox Foundation.
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DNA testing companies are forming research partnerships because it has incredible
potential to evolve the way that doctors treat diseases. 23andMe partnered with the
Michael J. Fox Foundation because it “will help [23andMe's] research goals of
understanding, treating and preventing this disease," said Anne Wojcicki, 23andMe
CEO and co-founder. "Making the data available to the wider research community will
accelerate our understanding of Parkinson's disease."
If you have opted in and have concerns, then do know that you typically have the ability
to opt out. For example, Ancestry's terms provide that:
Yes, you can withdraw your consent at any time on the AncestryDNA settings
page. Until you withdraw or we end the Project, there is no limit to how long we
will use your Biological Samples and Data for the Project. If you withdraw, we will
cease using your Data for the Project within 30 days and the Data will not be
used in future research. However, Data cannot be withdrawn from research
already in progress or completed, or from published results and findings. In those
cases, Researchers may have access to such Data about you indefinitely. There
is no negative impact to you for withdrawal of your consent, and you will continue
to be able to use our Services as before. Withdrawing your consent will not result
in destruction of your DNA Sample or deletion of your Data from AncestryDNA
products and services, unless you direct us otherwise. If you want your DNA
Sample destroyed or your Data deleted from AncestryDNA products and
services, we will promptly do so at your request but additional steps are required.
Please contact Member Services at the applicable number below for assistance.
This Informed Consent does not have an expiration date. If you do not withdraw
consent, it will remain in effect until you withdraw or we end the Project.
One company that has raised concerns from DNA experts is Family Tree DNA. Why?
Well, their terms provide that “your participation in these initiatives is entirely voluntary
and your DNA test results will not be used or disclosed without your consent. Once
given, however, consent cannot be revoked.”
Law enforcement: do they have access to your DNA test data? Can your data be
used in legal or criminal proceedings?
I think anyone purchasing a DNA Test should be aware there is a risk your information
could be turned over in a legal proceeding and the government has shown a strong
interest in DNA. Five years ago, the United States Federal Government won a huge
case called Maryland v. King at the United States Supreme Court. In Maryland v. King,
the government successfully argued that they have the right to take the DNA of anyone
who is arrested for a serious offense and that no citizen has the right to refuse because
your DNA is being taken for “identification purposes.” What you should know, is that 1)
this case illustrates how much the government and law enforcement wants your DNA (a
lot) and 2) that this case opens the door for anyone's DNA to be taken if arrested, even
for minor offenses.
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Why would law enforcement want your DNA?
Across the country, there are DNA Databases for every state and there are also
national databases where DNA is stored. These databases are maintained to preserve
DNA that's been found in relation to a crime and the hope is that the DNA evidence will
help in someday closing these cases.
Genetic information is incredibly valuable to law enforcement because it gives them the
ability to search to see if you, or a relative, is potentially linked to any cold crimes in the
past.
For example, in 2014 the Idaho Falls Police Department was trying to crack a 20-yearold murder and issued a subpoena to Ancestry.com to conduct a “familial DNA search.”
A familial DNA Search is a “search by law enforcement in DNA databases for genetic
information indicating a relative of a person they seek to identify.” That test led the
police to suspect that Michael Usry, Jr. was the perpetrator. While Michael Usry, Jr. was
eventually found to be innocent, it's important to know he became a suspect because of
DNA that was stored from a personal genetic test.
I would encourage everyone to read 23andMe and Ancestry's guides for Law
Enforcement here:


23andMe Guide For Law Enforcement



Ancestry Guide For Law Enforcement

One positive thing to note is that both companies indicate they will fight for user rights
and resist overly broad searches. In fact, 23andMe has already successfully resisted
five requests for information from police departments.
Insurance companies: what is stopping insurance companies, including health,
life and even auto, from using your DNA data to set insurance rates or even deny
you coverage?
If there is one area that should give you pause about personal genetic testing, it's
insurance. The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) has found that the existing laws
dealing with DNA fall very short of protecting user privacy and pose some major
unaddressed issues.
The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (“GINA”) are the federal laws
that deal with genetic information. As the EFF notes,
GINA is essentially an anti-discrimination law that has nothing to do with privacy.
It prevents group health and Medicare supplemental plans—but not life,
disability, or long-term care plans—from using genetic information to discriminate
against you when it comes to insurance.
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The problem is there are gaps in the law that do not cover life, long-term care or
disability insurance providers. What this means is that if you choose to share your
genetic information with your doctor, a health care provider or even friends and family it
can be used against you. Don't believe me? 23andMe's Terms of Service specifically
state that “if you are asked by an insurance company whether you have learned Genetic
Information about health conditions and you do not disclose this to them, this may be
considered to be fraud.”
To be clear, your genetic information could be used by insurance companies to deny
you coverage or raise your rates. What the insurance industry fears is “Asymmetry of
information- when the customer knows more than the insurer.”
Can our legislators help with the privacy issue? What current legislation exists
and/or is anticipated?
Yes, our legislators can help with privacy issues significantly and you should be calling
your local representatives to push for changes. One option would be to follow the lead
of France, Sweden and Austria by prohibiting insurers from using genetic information.
There is one big potential downside here... the insurance companies may just raise your
premiums to “cover the known unknown.”
One other option comes from the United Kingdom where their laws allow insurers
access to genetic information with the caveat that it can only be used to help underwrite
customers' coverage. In the US, California is leading the way in expanding privacy laws
for genetic testing, and I think the other 49 states should follow suit.
Finally, are there any future developments you foresee in terms of protecting our
DNA data and privacy? Could blockchaining, the data mechanism behind
cryptocurrency, assist in tracking ownership of use of DNA data?
Yes, there is a company called EncrypGen that is using blockchain security to protect
genomic data. Essentially, by storing your DNA information in blockchain, you have the
ability to keep this information secure and/or allow others access in exchange for
payment. Over the next ten years, I believe you will see growth in this area as it's
actually one of the best use cases for blockchaining currently. Blockchain technology
has incredible potential to transform the way we keep our DNA secure.
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About Chris Cummings

Chris Cummings is the Founder & CEO of Pass It Down, an award-winning storytelling
company that helps families, businesses, and communities around the world bring their
stories to life. Prior to founding Pass It Down, Chris received his JD from the Paul M.
Hebert LSU Law Center and has clerked for numerous judges, including the honorable
Chief Justice Johnson of the Louisiana Supreme Court. Chris is a panelist for the
Federal Public Defender's office on both the Trial and Appellate level. Chris specializes
in Constitutional and Privacy law.
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Privacy, DNA, and Genealogy:
Handling the Double-Edged Sword
Especially as personal DNA testing increases in popularity, and with increased media
attention to cold cases solved via DNA and the use of genealogy databases, today’s
genealogist needs to stay on top of the latest information concerning privacy.
Has your concern for privacy prevented you or a family member for taking a DNA test?
What about sharing your genealogy research data online with practical strangers (even
though you might be related)?
We’ll review the current status of privacy practices by the big genealogy and DNA
vendors, current laws and regulations, and what we might expect to see related to
privacy in the future.

Issues to Consider BEFORE and AFTER Taking a DNA Test


What are the current DNA privacy practices for each of the Big 5 DNA
vendors?
One of the best resources to stay up-to-date with each of the major DNA
companies is to consult the International Society of Genetic Genealogy (ISOGG)
Privacy policies, consent forms and terms and conditions wiki page
https://isogg.org/wiki/Privacy_policies,_consent_forms_and_terms_and_condition
s



Is privacy perceived differently in Europe compared to the United States?
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) went into effect for all
European Union (EU) countries in late May 2018. These regulations govern the
use of personal information for EU citizens, even for US-based DNA vendors.
Most of the Big 5 vendors have separate pages for EU citizens. In addition, some
countries such as France and Poland, do not allow the sale of personal DNA test
kits.



Privacy is a major concern for citizens of every country and you can’t avoid
the topic in the news these days. Is the media focus on privacy and DNA
hurting those who research genealogy and family history? And if so, in
what ways?
The media, especially in the US and the UK, have resorted to inaccurate and
dramatic headlines resulting in “panic” over DNA and privacy. While many of the
articles and issues are legitimate, those producing the content lean towards and
over-simplified explanation of how DNA testing and privacy work. Many of the
practices used by DNA test vendors—such as selling DNA metadata to thirdparty vendors, including pharmaceutical companies—are outlined in each
company’s Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. To see how such information
has become “news” to frighten readers, see OMG! 23andMe Shares Data with
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a Pharmaceutical Company (https://dnabargains.com/omg-23andme-sharesdata-with-a-pharmaceutical-company/).


If someone said they wouldn’t take a DNA test due to privacy concerns,
what recommendations would you make to them?
You could show them the policies governing privacy and data for the company
you are using for testing. Use the resources at the end of this section and send
them articles covering DNA and privacy so that they can make an informed
decision. If you feel that the benefits of DNA testing for family history and
genealogy research (or locating birth parents) outweighs a loss of privacy, show
them evidence of how you have used DNA test results successfully.



Is it possible to create a baseline set of “best practices” for genealogy and
DNA testing?
There is no “one” set of DNA privacy guidelines being followed by both DNA
vendors and DNA testers. The Future of Privacy Forum has set out Privacy
Best Practices for Consumer Genetic Testing
(https://fpf.org/2018/07/31/privacy-best-practices-for-consumer-genetic-testingservices/). The Board for Certification of Genealogists has set out Standards for
DNA Evidence (https://bcgcertification.org/standards-for-dna-evidence/) which
include a section entitled Respect for Privacy Rights. See Best Privacy
Practices for Genealogy and DNA below.



Could “block-chaining” technology be the key to tracking DNA data usage
and ensuring privacy?
Block chaining, the backbone technology of cryptocurrency, can be used to track
the use of DNA data. Relying upon a “public ledger” of authority agreed to by all
users and an “owner of record,” block chaining can effectively track permission to
use (or not use) DNA data as well as all transactions where a specific set of DNA
data is being used. Companies such as GeneCoin (http://genecoin.me) have
already started to use block chaining for DNA data.



Finally, what does the future hold for privacy, DNA and genealogy?
In January 2019, 23andMe stated publicly that their sales had decreased since
April 2018 when the Golden State Killer case (a 30-year criminal cold case
solved using public DNA data) was in the media. Since then, not a week goes by
that there isn’t a media story about a criminal cold case being solved using DNA
data. Right now, among the more than 20 million users who have taken a
personal DNA test, many support the efforts of law enforcement and see nothing
wrong with their own DNA test data being used to capture and convict criminals.
At the same time, many of these same customers are concerned that their
privacy is being violated and that their information is being collected without the
benefit of a warrant or subpoena served against a DNA vendor. It is too early to
tell if the role of DNA test data in crime solving has had a major impact on DNA
test kit sales and if potential consumers are more hesitant to take a DNA test.
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Best Privacy Practices for Genealogy and DNA
If you could come up with a list of best practices to be followed by both genealogists,
DNA testers and DNA test companies, what would they be? Areas to cover include:


Expectation of privacy: Is it reasonable for a consumer to expect their DNA test
results be kept private? Should law enforcement need a warrant or subpoena
before gaining access to DNA test data? If your DNA test data has already been
shared with other companies (pharmaceutical, etc.), can privacy ever be restored
retroactively?



Informed consent: When asking relatives to take a DNA test for genealogy and
family history research purposes, should you use a “consent form” outlining how
the data will be used by both you, the researcher, and the DNA vendor?



Selling DNA data: How do we control who has access to your DNA test data
when shared by the DNA vendor with other third-party companies? How can we
be sure that only metadata (data stripped of any identifying features traceable
back to you as the tester) is being shared? If a pharmaceutical company creates
a profitable new drug based on the use of your DNA data, should you be entitled
to compensation?



Health information including usage and access: What if health insurance
companies and life insurance companies could use DNA metadata to create new
actuarial tables calculating projected life spans, etc.? What if these same
companies could use your specific DNA data to deny you coverage?

DNA Privacy Resources


Privacy Policies, Consent Forms and Terms and Conditions – ISOGG Wiki
https://isogg.org/wiki/Privacy_policies,_consent_forms_and_terms_and_conditions
Offers links to ALL privacy policies and terms of condition statements for the Big 5
DNA vendors.



A Major DNA-Testing Company Is Sharing Some of Its Data With the FBI.
Here’s Where It Draws the Line – Forbes
http://fortune.com/2019/02/01/genetic-testing-consumer-dna-familytreedna-fbi/



GeneCoin
http://genecoin.me



Genetic Genealogy Standards
http://www.geneticgenealogystandards.com/



Do DNA Tests Put Your Personal Information at Risk? – Family Tree Magazine
https://www.familytreemagazine.com/premium/do-dna-tests-put-your-personalinformation-at-risk/



Ethics, Guidelines and Standards – ISOGG Wiki
https://isogg.org/wiki/Ethics,_guidelines_and_standards
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Genetic Literacy Project
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/



GINA - Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008
http://ginahelp.org/



Informed Consent Agreement and Beneficiary Agreement – The Genetic
Genealogist
https://thegeneticgenealogist.com/2018/02/15/informed-consent-agreement-andbeneficiary-agreement/



Is Blockchain the Future Platform for DNA Test Results?
https://www.dnatest123.com/blockchain-dna-testing/



Opening the DNA Floodgates – The Legal Genealogist
https://www.legalgenealogist.com/2019/02/01/opening-the-dna-floodgates/



Privacy Best Practices for Consumer Genetic Testing Services
https://fpf.org/2018/07/31/privacy-best-practices-for-consumer-genetic-testingservices/



Privacy Policies, Consent Forms and Terms and Conditions – ISOGG Wiki
https://isogg.org/wiki/Privacy_policies,_consent_forms_and_terms_and_conditions



Standards for DNA Evidence – Board for Certification of Genealogists
https://bcgcertification.org/standards-for-dna-evidence/
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DNA Testing and Health Issues
More and more consumers are interested in using their personal DNA test results not
just for genealogy and family history, but to discover possible health issues as well. See
AP-NORC Poll: If DNA shows health risks, most want to know, dated July 19, 2018
at https://dnabargains.com/apnews-dnapoll-july2018
Warning: DNA testing for health issues is the new “snake oil” for 2018 and there are
new vendors popping up online every day. Make sure you fully research privacy policies
and terms of conditions issues for any health reporting and DNA vendor you select. The
vendors listed below have been vetted and approved by DNA Bargains.

Promethease
Promethease is one of the most popular DNA reporting sites used by genealogists and
family historians when they want a variety of different reports, including reports on
health issues. From the Promethease site:
Promethease is a literature retrieval system that builds a personal DNA report
based on connecting a file of DNA genotypes to the scientific findings cited in
SNPedia.
Customers of DNA testing services (such as 23andMe, Ancestry.com,
FamilyTreeDNA, Genos, etc.), biomedical researchers and healthcare
professionals use Promethease to retrieve information published about their DNA
variations. Reports cost $12. Most reports are produced in under 10 minutes.
Much larger data files (such as imputed full genomes) have increased runtime.
Uploading additional data files into the same report costs an additional $4.
Promethease will create a report based on DNA raw data from 23andMe, AncestryDNA,
Family Tree DNA, LivingDNA, MyHeritage and other DNA testing vendors. Click HERE
for more information and click HERE to see a sample report based on AncestryDNA
data via SNPedia.
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Vitagene

Vitagene offers both a standard DNA test kit (autosomal, the same as AncestryDNA
and other major vendors), but also offers specialized health reports using your DNA
“raw data” which you can download from any vendor with whom you’ve tested. Instead f
spending up to $199 USD to purchase the 23andMe Ancestry Service + Health test OR
an additional $99 USD to upgrade your 23andMe results to include health reporting,
Vitagene offers a reliable, low-cost alternative. Click HERE to order Vitagene reports.
The following Vitagene products use your raw DNA file from 23andme, AncestryDNA or
MyHeritage*:


Diet Report: Did you know that people on DNA based diets lost an average of
33% more weight? That’s because your genetics determine how you metabolize
carbohydrates, fats, and other macronutrients. Your diet report offers a closer
look at how your genetics affect your eating behaviors and weight management
goals.



Supplement Report: This report reveals your genetic risk for nutrient
deficiencies and provides personalized recommendations to improve your
nutritional health.



Skin Report: The report shows the genetic risk for common skin conditions
(traits) and gives actionable diet, supplement and skincare recommendations for
optimal skin health. Conditions included: acne, eczema, contact dermatitis, dry
skin, photoaging, rosacea, sagging eyelids, tanning, freckles, and youthfulness.



Fitness Report: Your fitness report will guide you with insights into the types,
frequency and intensity of workouts built around your DNA and personal
preferences.

For more information on Vitagene, please read REVIEW: Vitagene – More than Just
Another DNA Testing Company at DNA Bargains.
* Report descriptions include text taken from the Vitagene site here. Used by
permission.
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Xcode Life

Xcode Life provides a variety of different health reports based on DNA raw data
uploaded to their site. Click HERE to order Xcode Life reports.
The following Xcode Life reports use your raw DNA file from AncestryDNA or Family
Tree DNA*:


Comprehensive Gene Nutrition covering 33+ Nutrition traits including - Lactose
and Gluten Intolerance, Carbohydrate and fat intake, Vitamin deficiency, Calcium
and Iron needs.



Comprehensive Gene Fitness covering 15+ parameters including Power,
Endurance, Heart and Lung Capacity, Ligament and Tendon strength, Injury
Risk.



Comprehensive Gene Health covering predispositions to Type 2 diabetes,
Hypertension, Obesity and Heart diseases. Comes with specific
recommendations.



Comprehensive Gene Allergy covering 13+ allergies including Pest and Pet
allergy, Egg, Milk and Nut allergy and Motion sickness.



Comprehensive Gene Skin report covering 20+ skin related problems including
Tanning, Psoriasis, Cellulite response, Varicose veins, Dry skin, Vitamin
Deficiency and much more.

* Report descriptions include text taken from the Xcode Life product listing here. Used
by permission.
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Resource List

DNA Websites


DNA Bargains
https://dnabargains.com



23andMe
https://dnabargains.com/23andmeoffer



AncestryDNA
https://dnabargains.com/ancestrydnaoffer



Council for the Advancement of Forensic Genealogy
http://www.forensicgenealogists.org/



DNA Hunters LLC
http://dnahunters.com/



Family Tree DNA
https://dnabargains.com/familytreednaoffer



International Society of Genetic Genealogy
https://isogg.org/



MyHeritage DNA
https://dnabargains.com/myheritageoffer



National Human Genome Research Institute
https://www.genome.gov/10506367/national-dna-day/
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DNA and Genetic Genealogy Blogs


23andMe Blog
https://blog.23andme.com/



AncestryDNA Blog
https://blogs.ancestry.com/ancestry/category/dna/



Cruwys News
https://cruwys.blogspot.com/



Deb’s Delvings in Genealogy
http://debsdelvings.blogspot.com/



DNA – Genealem’s Genetic Genealogy
http://genealem-geneticgenealogy.blogspot.com/



DNAExplained – Genetic Genealogy
https://dna-explained.com/



Find My Family Magazine
http://findmyfamilymagazine.com/



Haplogroup
http://haplogroup.org/



Historical Melungeons
http://historical-melungeons.blogspot.com/



Kitty Cooper’s Blog
http://blog.kittycooper.com/



Living DNA Blog
https://www.livingdna.com/en-us/blog



MyHeritage DNA Blog
https://blog.myheritage.com/tag/myheritage-dna/



Native Heritage Project
https://nativeheritageproject.com/



On-Line Journal of Genetics and Genealogy
http://jgg-online.blogspot.com/
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Scottish DNA Project Blog
http://scottishdna.blogspot.com/



The Genetic Genealogist
http://www.thegeneticgenealogist.com/



Your Genetic Genealogist
http://www.yourgeneticgenealogist.com/

DNA Ebooks


23 Best Tips for DNA Testing and Family History – Amazon Kindle
https://dnabargains.com/23tips-kindle



Amazon DNA Books
https://dnabargains.com/amazondnabooks



DNA Q and A: Real Questions from Real People about Genetic Genealogy
https://dnabargains.com/fhf-dna-kindle



Family Tree Magazine – Genetic Genealogy Books
https://dnabargains.com/familytreemagazine-dna



Which DNA Test Is Right For Me? – Family Tree University
https://dnabargains.com/ftm-whichdnatest
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DNA Social Media Resources
Facebook DNA Resources*


23andme
http://www.facebook.com/23andMe/



Adoption & DNA
http://www.facebook.com/adoptiondna



African Ancestry DNA Project
http://www.facebook.com/AfricanAncestryProject



Ancestry
http://www.facebook.com/AncestryUS/



AncestryDNA Matching
http://www.facebook.com/groups/407494112747727



Autosomal DNA-Gedmatch-FTDNA-23andME-Ancestry.com
http://www.facebook.com/groups/413770235446147



Cornell University Genetic Ancestry Project
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Cornell-University-GeneticAncestryProject/184242998301460



Council for the Advancement of Forensic Genealogy
http://www.facebook.com/CouncilForTheAdvancementOfForensicGenealogy



DNA Bargains
https://www.facebook.com/dnabargains/



DNA Detectives
http://www.facebook.com/groups/DNADetectives



DNA Do-Over
https://www.facebook.com/groups/dnadoover/
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DNA for Dummies
http://www.facebook.com/groups/393020010880660



DNA for Genealogy
http://www.facebook.com/groups/dna4genealogy



DNA Learning Center
http://www.facebook.com/dolandnalearningcenter



Family Tree DNA
http://www.facebook.com/FamilyTreeDNA/



French DNA
http://www.facebook.com/groups/144224445773515



Full Genomes Y Sequencing (Group)
http://www.facebook.com/groups/fullgenomesY



GEDMatch Genealogy & Ancestry Group
http://www.facebook.com/groups/770288949652854



Genetic Genealogist
http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Genetic-Genealogist/8054682644



German Language Area DNA Research Project
http://www.facebook.com/groups/germanydna



Irish DNA
http://www.facebook.com/groups/329021130499449



Living DNA
http://www.facebook.com/livingdna/



MyHeritage
http://www.facebook.com/myheritage/



Norway DNA Project
http://www.facebook.com/groups/NorwayDNA



Polish Autosomal DNA
http://www.facebook.com/groups/polishdna



Scottish DNA Project
http://www.facebook.com/groups/7856057820



Sweden DNA Ancestry
http://www.facebook.com/groups/dnaanor

*Note: The listings above are used by permission from Katherine Willson who maintains
the canonical Genealogy on Facebook List at her site. Click HERE to visit and view
even more DNA-related Facebook resources – especially for haplogroup specific
Facebook resources!
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Twitter DNA Resources


23andme
http://twitter.com/23andMe



Ancestry
http://twitter.com/ancestry



Emily Aulicino
http://twitter.com/Genealem



Blaine Bettinger
http://twitter.com/blaine_5



Shannon Christmas
http://twitter.com/ShannonXmas



Kitty Cooper
http://twitter.com/kittymcooper



Council for the Advancement of Forensic Genealogy
http://twitter.com/cafg_forensic



Roberta Estes
http://twitter.com/RobertaJEstes



Family Tree DNA
http://twitter.com/familytreedna



Colleen Fitzpatrick
http://twitter.com/Identifinders



Richard Hill
http://twitter.com/RichardHillDNA



International Society of Genetic Genealogists
http://twitter.com/isogg



Debbie Kennett
http://twitter.com/DebbieKennett



Living DNA
http://twitter.com/Living_DNA



MyHeritage
http://twitter.com/MyHeritage



National DNA Day
http://twitter.com/DNAday



OmegaDNA
http://twitter.com/Omega_DNA



Diahann Southard
http://twitter.com/DNAdiahan
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Pinterest DNA Resources


23andme
http://www.pinterest.com/23andme/



AncestryDNA – Ancestry
http://www.pinterest.com/ancestrycom/ancestrydna/



DNA Genealogy – Abundant Genealogy
https://www.pinterest.com/abundantgenealogy/dna-genealogy/



Family Tree DNA
http://www.pinterest.com/familytreedna/



Genetic Genealogy – Blaine Bettinger
http://www.pinterest.com/bettinger/genetic-genealogy/



MyHeritage DNA – MyHeritage
http://www.pinterest.com/myheritagepins/myheritage-dna/

DNA Education


Free DNA Webinars
https://dnabargains.com/free-dna-resources/free-dna-webinars/
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DNA Bargains

DNA Bargains (https://dnabargains.com) is a site created to help save you money on
DNA test kits and genetic genealogy-related products such as books, webinars and
more.
Check out the following features to ALWAYS get the best price on DNA test kits:


Which DNA Test Is Best?



DNA Coupons



DNA Store (23andMe, AncestryDNA and others)



Free DNA Resources



DNA Education



DNA Contests

In addition, you can get the best advice on which DNA test to use and which DNA
testing company is best suited to your needs.
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DNA Boot Camps
Author and DNA genealogy expert Mary Eberle has created a series of on-line “boot
camps” covering a variety of DNA and genetic genealogy topics. Each digital download
includes two recorded webinars (90 minutes each) plus syllabus materials all at a
reasonable price. For more information please visit the DNA Boot Camp Digital
Downloads section of the DNA Bargains website at https://dnabargains.com/dna-bootcamp-digital-downloads/

Getting Started with DNA and Genealogy




Introduction to Using DNA for Genealogy
Research: Want to start using DNA for genealogy
research but want guidance on the best
approach? Received your DNA results and want a
better understanding of them? This talk covers
DNA basics, available tests, where to test, and
how to develop your DNA testing plan.
Using Autosomal DNA for Genealogy Research: Autosomal DNA (atDNA)
provides the most useful information for most genealogists. Learn how to
analyze your atDNA test results and how to find common ancestors with your
DNA matches.

GEDMatch and Best Tools for Researching Difficult DNA Matches


GEDMatch – Powerful Tools for Analyzing DNA
Results and Finding New DNA Matches:
GEDMatch is a free, third-party website offering
additional tools to interpret your DNA results.
Tools include a chromosome browser. GEDMatch
accepts DNA test results from DNA testing
companies, such as Ancestry, FTDNA, and
23andMe. It can be a great way to find new
matches. Learn how to use this helpful website.



Best Tools for Researching Difficult DNA Matches: Have DNA matches, but
no names, let alone trees? Oftentimes, their identities can be found, and your
family’s connection to them! Learn about clues to figure out who they are and
other important information. DNA testing companies provide many clues. Explore
resources to investigate your DNA matches, including free and subscriptionbased websites.
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X-DNA for Genealogical Research


X-DNA for Genealogical Research: What is XDNA and when can it help answer research
questions? Know where to find your X-DNA
matches. Understand how men and women
differently inherit X-DNA. This will unleash the
power of X-DNA.



Case Studies with X-DNA: We’ll explore several examples where X-DNA
provided crucial information to answer the research question. Each example
includes the steps needed to find the X-DNA shared with the match(es). We’ll
also discuss how the relevant family tree branches were identified, as well as the
conclusions that were drawn.

Using Y-DNA, Mitochondrial DNA, and X-DNA
for Genealogy Research


Using Y-DNA, Mitochondrial DNA, and X-DNA
for Genealogy Research: Understanding when
these types of DNA can help (and when they
won’t) is crucial. Learn how these types of DNA
can be used to answer your genealogy questions.



Case Studies with Hands-on Exercises: Y-DNA, Mitochondrial DNA, and XDNA can be useful in the right situation. We’ll explore case studies where these
types of DNA helped determine relationships between matches, find the birth
parent, and more.

Interpreting Your AncestryDNA Results


AncestryDNA: AncestryDNA has the largest
database of people tested, helpful tools for
analyzing your DNA test results, and many family
trees posted by people who’ve tested. Learn how
to interpret your DNA results from Ancestry.



Ancestry DNA Hands-on Exercise: In this hands-on exercise, we’ll go through
steps to sort through your matches and makes sense out of them. We’ll also
discuss the best way to approach your matches to set the stage for developing a
productive relationship with them.
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Interpreting Your FTDNA and 23andMe
Results


Family Tree DNA: Learn how to navigate your
Family Tree DNA results both on the Family Tree
DNA website. This webinar will also provide an
overview of the third-party tool, DNAGedcom, and
how to use it to analyze your Family Tree DNA
results.



23andMe: Learn how to best use your 23andMe results. This webinar covers
both the genealogy portion and the health information that 23andMe provides.

Solving Family Mysteries with DNA


Mirror Trees: Mirror trees are trees built based on
matches’ trees. They’re often used in unknown
parentage cases. However, they’re also helpful for
breaking down brick walls further back in your tree
and determining how your matches are related to
each other and to you. Learn how to build and use
mirror trees.



Best Tools for Researching Difficult DNA Matches: Have a really strong DNA
match, but that the person doesn’t even have a name, let alone a tree? This
webinar covers both free and subscription-based websites to help your detective
work. It also covers the clues that can be used to figure out who matches are,
where they’re from, and other important information. These new insights into your
mystery can help you figure out your connection to them and place them in your
family tree.

Finding Birth Families Using DNA


Using DNA for Adoption & Unknown Parentage
Work: In many states, adoptees have no or limited
rights to information on their birth families. This is
why DNA is important for many adoptees looking
for their birth families. Learn techniques and
resources for adoptees and others with unknown
parents.



Adoption & Unknown Parentage Case Studies: This webinar describes two
case studies of adoptees. Both used DNA to find their birth families. Learn the
steps required for each case.
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Researching Difficult DNA Matches &
Understanding Ethnicity Estimates


Best Tools for Researching Difficult DNA
Matches: Have a really strong DNA match, but
that the person doesn’t even have a name, let
alone a tree? This webinar covers both free and
subscription-based websites to help your detective
work. It also covers the clues that can be used to figure out who matches are,
where they’re from, and other important information. These new insights into your
mystery can help you figure out your connection to them and place them in your
family tree.



Understanding Ethnicity Estimates: Think that ethnicity estimates provided by
DNA testing don’t help, they’re wrong, or at best, they’re just fun? Learn how and
when your ethnicity estimates can be useful. This talk will cover 1) how ethnicity
estimates are generated and the ancestral timeframe they reflect; 2) differences
between the DNA testing companies; and 3) how to identify situations in which
they can be very helpful. Several case studies where ethnicity estimates helped
solve the genealogy mystery at hand will be covered.
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DNA Buying Guide
Copyright © 2019 by Thomas MacEntee. Updated PDF edition – April 2019.
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form without
permission in writing from the author. Reviewers may quote brief passages in reviews.
Disclaimer and FTC Notice
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, mechanical or electronic, including photocopying or recording, or by any
information storage and retrieval system, or transmitted by email without permission in
writing from the publisher.
While all attempts have been made to verify the information provided in this publication,
neither the author nor the publisher assume any responsibility for errors, omissions, or
contrary interpretations of the subject matter herein.
Neither the author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility or liability whatsoever
on the behalf of the purchaser or reader of these materials.
From time to time, I will use affiliate links in my books and guides. What does this
mean? Well if you click on the link and make a purchase, I get a small sales
commission. This is part of my business strategy. I am not selling my opinion or
endorsement by using these links; when I use affiliate links, it means I believe in the
product and have built up a relationship with the vendor. You should always do your
own research on any product you purchase online.
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About The Author

What happens when a “tech guy” with a love for history gets laid off during The Great
Recession of 2008? You get Thomas MacEntee, a genealogy professional based in the
United States who is also a blogger, educator, author, social media connector, online
community builder and more.
Thomas was laid off after a 25-year career in the information technology field, so he
started his own genealogy-related business called High Definition Genealogy. Currently
Thomas shares many of his articles and videos for free at Abundant Genealogy and
also runs the popular Genealogy Bargains and DNA Bargains websites!
Thomas describes himself as a lifelong learner with a background in a multitude of
topics who has finally figured out what he does best: teach, inspire, instigate, and serve
as a curator and go-to-guy for concept nurturing and inspiration. Thomas is a big
believer in success, and that we all succeed when we help each other find success.
Check out Thomas’ author page at http://geneaguides.com
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